
 

A man asked for gas money, then… 

…something highly unusual happens. Although this video is 
less than 3 minutes long, it says so much about generosity 
and humility. Hope it speaks to you like it did to me! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nHyMCYPDq4 

Who hasn’t went shopping and picked up 
something that wasn’t on their list? 

Wait till you see what this man came home with from the 
Dollar Store and the craziness that ensued thereafter! I 
promise, there’s a happy ending to this story! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJAAani9Rpw 
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An Autistic Man with an Incredible Gift. 

Artist Stephen Wiltshire draws the New York skyline after 
spending less than an hour observing it by helicopter!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JL6NAIVpl54 

Anonymous Act of Kindness warms hearts 
and heads! 
 

What a great lesson that was learned by a number of 
students at Central Middle School! What a great gesture for 
those left out in the bitter cold of a Chicago winter!  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4OX0vTj9yg 

 

A Lee County Love Story! 

After losing her “Harley” eight years ago, a woman receives 
a call that just seems too good to be true. Get a Kleenex 
handy before watching this video!    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UpgJ5PJ0I0 
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Who’s on first? 

When Jackie Robinson broke into baseball, he started out on 
first base. Here’s a timeless, baseball clip from Abbott & 
Costello that you will probably remember:    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5TOE_HtfYg 

Operation Gratitude. 

Although this short video is 12 years old, it rings just as true 
today as it did back then. Thank you Veterans, for all you do 
for us!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyGLIjFP0nY 

Heroes Unmasked. 

This non-profit organization uses its super powers to bring 
smiles to the faces of ailing children in hospitals and homes 
throughout the state of Florida. They also have a heart for the 
financially-strapped families of these sweet kids. What a 
blessing they are!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5jkEWF7i-4 
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